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b. do they also send the appointment to other rooms? do they ask for the room number of other rooms? do they re-post the booking twice? c. what times are they working at? what are your typical days and times? what days of the week and times of day do they work? d. can your business be served by just one receptionist? do they ask you the same questions every time (often having you re-answer them)? if not, why not? e. are there other
people besides your guests waiting in the lobby or in other parts of the building or waiting in different rooms? f. do you have to re-book every time they fail to attend a booking? if so, what happens and when? g. if they have to re-book, do they request a refund for the first booking and you are happy to give it to them? h. what about electronic contact? is it via telephone? if so, what hours are they available for? or via an email address? if so,

what hours are they available for? is there a system with different email addresses and portals, and do they use them? if so, what hours are they available for? i. is there a security check for entry? if so, what is it like? j. do you see that they have a device and are connected to an internet connection at work? if so, what is it connected to, and what connection do they use? k. are you charging their phone or tablet while they are on the
phones? if so, what does it cost? l. aktiv seo is one of the worlds leading seo agencies and let's face it, to get to number 1 on google, theres no better way than with an seo agency. we are an seo company that offer the best seo packages to help you drive more traffic and sales to your website to help your business reach it's full potential. seo - search engine optimisation. digital marketing agency - #1 seo agency. get it right - call us today

for a no obligation quote. phone 0800 239 7923
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